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American artist Helen Frankenthaler (1928-2011) is widely credited for playing a pivotal role 
in the transition from Abstract Expressionism to Color Field painting. The depth of colour 
and texture in her works with their foregrounded lines and shapes suggested musical 
gestures to me. In 2016 I met with Dr Elizabeth Smith, Executive Director of the Helen 
Frankenthaler Foundation in New York City, who was fascinated by my concept of a musical 
response to Frankenthaler’s art. I was later thrilled when Rubiks responded to my pitch for 
the Pythia Prize by commissioning a work from me that allowed me to finally explore this 
theme. 
 
In responding to Frankenthaler’s art, Sound Fields is of course also about colour, but in this 
case, instrumental colour. It explores the possibilities of timbre, both on individual 
instruments and as collective colour. While fully notated, it references graphic score 
compositional practice through attempting to translate visual shapes as musical gestures, 
but also tries to evoke the ‘sounds’ of Frankenthaler’s colours. Each miniature reflects its 
corresponding artwork’s visual proportions; sometimes heard in the composition’s overall 
structure; the timing of each gesture or silence; the ebb and flow of texture. And, as 
epitomised in Geisha or Kiss, the music also seeks to articulate the feeling within the image. 
Regardless, allowing the art to suggest different ways to explore composition was, for me, a 
huge part of the pleasure in making this piece; a process enriched by conversations with 
artists Els Zoon and Rob Annema while on residency in France in their home.  
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